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- Submission: PDF
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Abstract
Topic, problem statement, work, result (ca. 150 words)

Introduction
What is the problem?
Why should I read it?

Main Part

User Preference for Smart Glass Interaction
Florian Bemann

Abstract—Smart glasses are wearable devices providing the user always with information, using augmented reality techniques. In contrast to other devices such as smartphones they can be used without taking the screen the user to be, so that it would be highly convenient to use smart glasses in nearly every situation. Especially for on-the-go and working situations, where smartphones are often used, smart glasses are appropriate. To fully exploit these possibilities, new interaction concepts are necessary. Therefore, this paper presents the user preference for the interaction concepts of smart glasses. The paper focuses on the comparison of different input modalities of the currently available smart glasses. Improving current devices is still required and ongoing. Consequently, impossible interaction concepts should be integrated in next versions if they turn out as providing a great user experience. Three different interaction concepts are evaluated which concepts are preferred by users regarding usage acceptance and performance. In the paper's second part, for each input-based concept preference, a user test is conducted suitable to its methods. Therefore, my paper is based on existing studies examining acceptance and performance of interaction concepts on head-worn displays, such as smart glasses and augmented reality devices.

Index Terms—Smart glasses, Head-Mounted Displays, HMD, interaction, input techniques, body interaction, interface, wearable, Augmented Reality

1 Introduction

After smartphones have revolutionized most people's everyday life within the last 10 years, the fast developing market of mobile computing devices offers more and more integrated wearables and smart watches are similar counterparts on the go. Smart glasses are a completely different concept. They integrate in users' everyday life, what could offer some new use cases. To get the most benefit, other interaction concepts are required. In this paper, I present some possible interaction concepts for smart glasses and evaluate how they are performed among the users. Promising the best user experience, I will focus on gesture-based concepts.

2 Classification of interaction concepts for smart glasses

There exist several alternatives for interacting the possible interaction concepts. One is distinguishing the concepts into: free form and on-off. The former is defined as not requiring any extra device other than the smart glass to be performed and detected. Out of this group can further be selected a group of gesture-based concepts, which I will focus on in the second part of this paper. For the first part, considering all possible interaction concepts for smart glasses, I will divide concepts into the groups touch, non-touch and head-hand [5].

- Touch
  - Hands: interactions with any device that has to be held in hands, e.g., smartphone, controller, joystick.
  - Touch: tapping and gesturing on the device's body or wearable device, providing tactile feedback. In the following are mentioned the input areas: face, handle, wearable devices, the smart glass itself and at least other body parts.
- Non-touch: other movements or gestures, usually performed with hands, also voice recognition, eye tracking, skin detection

3 Interaction concept's preference among users

This section I based on a user-evaluation study 5, where users were shown a list of the game task and they were asked to perform a input actions of their choice to cause that effect. Based on the preferences of which actions the user had chosen and a rating and interview afterwards, I determined which interaction concepts are the most preferred in each group.

4 Touch inputs

The touch input is using a finger to perform a gesture on the head phone (touch) or touch the screen. An input action is as mentioned before. Offer on-body gestures or touch only. Interaction with the face had a large part in this study (19%), but examining another study by Bostman I would not think it is recommended hand-to-face input. It provides a good level of acceptance and low intuitiveness [1]. Touching on the smart glass itself reached a 20% portion only in the study of Tang et al., even though it is one of the two primary input methods of Google Glass. As mentioned for hand-to-finger input I would recommend touching on the touchpad a bit better as well. Especially its social acceptance is good (better than on the face) [1] which is a consequence of appearance. But of course there is flexibility and mouth of face gestures in other ethnic groups [1]. On the other hand the performance of on-device is lower than on fakes, due to its small touchscreen area. A common wearable, the smart watch, was preferred by only 9% of the participants. Less interesting was a ring [1], rather uncommon wearable. Another interesting concept is a digital watch, promising a good performance. Its quick and easy recognizability is a benefit for the users. The social acceptance on the back depends on the instruction length. For short instruction users did not feel any discomfort using all areas around the belt. When performing longer instruction users reported a little bit of discomfort perception less as benefit by the users. The social acceptance on the back depends on the instruction length. For short instruction users did not feel any discomfort using all areas around the belt. When performing longer instruction users reported a little bit of discomfort perception less as benefit by the users. The social acceptance on the back depends on the instruction length. For short instruction users did not feel any discomfort using all areas around the belt. When performing longer instruction users reported a little bit of discomfort.

4.1 Non-touch inputs

Non-touch gestures are the by far most preferred touch input methods, 99% of the non-touch actions shows 97% of the users. In-air gestures, I will focus on in a later section. It includes eye tracking, hand detection and voice command and low power issues [5]. Even though voice command is one of the two Google Glass primary input methods, it caused only 2% portion [5]. Anyway I would regard voice commands as a good input method because its very intuitive. Its low score's reason might be a low social acceptance in public contexts, where the study was conducted in. Overall, non-touch interactions was rated a little bit better than touch concepts [15].

5 Inputs using head-hand devices

Head-hand devices should only be a compromise solution. Their preference score was the lowest compared to the groups touch and non-touch...
inputs [7], because users don’t like that the device is not always available, it has to be taken out of the pocket first [5]. The worst fact in my opinion is that the interaction is not hands-free anymore, which destroys a main advantage of head-worn displays.

4. USE CASES FOR GESTURE-BASED CONCEPTS

To assure a great user experience [1] I will now focus on gesture-based interaction. To evaluate whether a interaction concept is suitable for an operation I will in the following regard the concept’s performance (performing time and the user exertion) and inner and social acceptance. The main expectation is to come up with a task to perform. I first separate into action and navigation tasks [11]. An action task can usually be performed by one action (e.g. answer a phone call, pause music player), whereas a navigation task can be more complex like navigating through a menu or moving an object, e.g. a web browser’s viewport.

4.1 On-body interaction

A factor for whether an on-body interaction is suitable in the area it is performed on. An area attracting attention when touching it or where touching in human resources has a low social acceptance [4]. The second important factor is the actions intrusiveness. Body movements which are too intrusive will not be accepted by users [4]. Aside from these limitations, on-body interaction offers less possibilities like coupling with on-body sensors and has the advantage of giving feedback through the human skin’s proprioception [4].

4.1.1 Hand-to-face

Hand-to-face input has an overall good performance. The most preferred areas for hand-to-face actions are cheek and forehead. Due to their large area users think they can use the best parts of the face, especially the cheek which is perceived as touchable [4]. Performing actions on the cheek turned out as significantly faster and less exerting than the same action on the forehead and on the HWOD's temple (chosen as direct alternative to hand-to-face input) [11] (Figure 11). The social acceptance is general as well, face contact is something natural [4]. Nonetheless the social acceptance for hand-to-face interaction is worse than for HWOD interaction, especially in public context, but still on a good level and most people don’t react negatively using the face. Some users show lower acceptance because of issues with facial cosmetics and dirt on the hands [4]. Users preferred hand-to-face for navigation tasks more than for action tasks. The performance is good for the typical navigation tasks turning and learning due to the face “large area” [11]. Only for the navigation task “turning” the performance on the HWOD’s temple is slightly better [11]. Moreover because the HWOD’s higher acceptance, turning tasks should better be done on the HWOD (provided that the HWOD has an internal memory). Coming to a conclusion I would recommend using the cheek for turning tasks. The best usable technique might be a linear turning move. The alternative cheek has low social acceptance because it could be perceived as the “you are crazy” gesture [4].

4.1.2 Palm-to-visual primary interface

Touching the palm is the users favorite touch interaction approach [5]. As reasons users mentioned that it is less intrusive, because it requires the least physical movement moving the right hand to the left hand palm [5]. Scanning a smartphone to the visual display, the palm was often used as primary touch-screen on trackpad. The palm offers haptic feedback both through finger and handpads which helps navigating to the target, whereas a touch-screen can guide the user e.g. showing a grid and offers feedback only through the finger. As expected the touchscreen is of advantage, except when blinkfed. When blinkfed navigating on the palm is much faster, as an experiment conducted by Riesman’s shows [11] (Figure 4). To find out whether the active (finger) or passive (palm) sense is most relevant, another experiment compared performance of people like palm and palm with finger cover. It came to the result that the passive tactile sense produces the most tactile cues [11] (Figure 5). Summing up it can be said that using the palm has much better performance than using a real touchscreen when the user is blinkfed, what makes it suitable for on-the-go usage and impaired users. Because of the low performance score of head-worn devices mentioned in chapter “comparison among categories”, the palm might be the better solution is blinkfed not used cases as well.

4.1.3 In-air gestures

Due to the limited attentional resources users have to perform tasks in front of the chess. Also the exertion effort when the hands to the chess is low. The second most users performed in front of the chess, therefore also comes the area in front of the chess [1] (Figure 9). The main reason for this performance order is the social acceptance, which isn’t as high when performing actions in front of the chess or the body because it could look weirdly and functionally I can imagine all gestures for free of tasks, but many approaches assigning navigation and selection in menus to in-air gestures. No other concept has shown suitable for this by now, only recently Duba et al. approved this in connection with an Augmented and virtual reality systems. The authors examined performance and users appreciation with a gesture interaction system used for navigating to a menu item (a maximum menu depth of 4 levels) and came to the conclusion that spatial interaction is appropriate for AR [11]. Users were able to adapt to gestures interaction fast and only 20% felt discomfort, discouraged, frustrated or interrupted while performing the menu tasks [11].

4.1.4 Hand-to-body input, other body parts

Not all the shown areas are there are areas like finger, leg, hand/dactyl, forearm and ring left. These areas could be used for action tasks requiring just one tap, each task group of similar tasks compared to another area, like users did in the study of Yang et al. [11]. The concrete surface is vividly evident. Large surfaces like the chest can be used for lower precision requirements, such as selecting a single object from 4. Performed by a tap: one of a group of objects, good performance can be reached [11]. The touch areas depending performance and acceptance might behave similar to the results concerning for non-touch inputs. Areas aimed to high touch very close finger like lower leg or foot or high areas on the hands have low performance scores due to the effort needed to move a hand towards this area. The acceptance might be low as well because it looks weird and unacceptable hand reachable areas.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper explored possible interaction concepts for smart glasses, regardless of current smart glass vendors’ technological capabilities. The main factors for whether a action is suitable in performance, which consists of performing times, the user’s exertion and the user acceptability, especially in a public social context. In air gestures in front of the chess and imaginary haptic interfaces are the most suitable concepts. They allow blinkfed on-the-go usage and head-free interaction, two big advantages of smart glasses against other devices. Both aren’t too intrusive to the user and attracts little attention when performing in a public context. Future work has to focus on users studies in more realistic use cases in a real environment and with a real application. In addition it should be examined how much effort is required of the user when learning how to use the smart glasses. I think that might be harder than learning how to deal with a smartphone because of the huge variety of possible inputs and the missing guidance that touchscreens and button interaction offer. User guidance and learning concepts should be constructed and proved.
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